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The Aim of African Mission is “To fight disease and poverty in Africa by supporting
educational & medical projects”.
Background: African Mission was started in 2003 to support the work of Dr Ray Towey MB
ChB FRCA. Dr Towey left his post as a Consultant Anaesthetist in Guys Hospital, London to
work in Africa and since 1993 has dedicated his life to the improvement of health care for the
poor in Africa. He has worked as an Anaesthetist in rural hospitals in Nigeria and Tanzania and
since 2002 in St Mary’s Hospital, Gulu, Uganda.
Dr. Towey has been in Uganda for 17 years and has been involved in the training of anaesthetic
officers, nurses, and medical students over that time. He is now a part time volunteer and is
focusing in the development of the intensive care ward, measuring the outcomes of specific
diseases amenable to intensive care in rural Africa, sustaining the equipment for respiratory
support, working to improve intensive care nursing and researching the data to indicate the
effectiveness and sustainability of appropriate inexpensive intensive care in rural sub-Saharan
Africa.
In July 2009 following a visit to Zimbabwe by Nannette & Dr Towey, African Mission decided to
expand its work to include supporting projects based in Zimbabwe. The main Zimbabwean
project supported is Fatima Mission. Fatima Mission is a very large mission (600 sq miles in
size) based in rural Zimbabwe, approximately 130 miles north of Bulawayo and a similar
distance south of Victoria Falls. Practically everyone living within Fatima Mission’s boundaries
are poor subsistence farmers. It has 16 primary schools, 5 secondary schools, a clinic and a
project for disabled children within its boundaries.
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Fatima Mission

Fatima Mission is a very large mission (900 sq kms in size) based in rural Zimbabwe. The
majority of those living within its boundaries are poor subsistence farmers reliant on Maize,
Chomolia (a green vegetable) and a few cows, goats or chickens as their only source of food.
The mission is run by a Roman Catholic order of Franciscan priests known as The Order of
Friars Minor Capuchin or Capuchins for short. It has a church, a pastoral centre, a number of
primary and secondary schools, a clinic and a project for disabled young people within its
boundaries.
African Mission has been supporting various projects within Fatima Mission since 2010.
Between April 2018 and March 2019 we have helped the following projects:
A project to give disabled young people an education
Most of the children living within Fatima Mission are poor. Those with a disability have the
additional burden of overcoming society’s low expectations of them and of their futures. This is
why Fr Jeya felt it was important to give such children an education and the chance of a brighter
future. It is with this in mind that he set up a project in 2010 specifically for those who are
disabled.
In order for this to happen a number of problems had to be overcome. In addition to the problem
of accommodation and school fees, a new toilet block was needed. The first thing that had to be
done in order for this to happen was to replace the old toilet (a hole in the ground) with flushing
toilets. African Mission funded this work in February 2010. Accommodation was found in the
pastoral centre, a basic building without hot water, heating or beds. Thanks to our supporters
African Mission raised sufficient funds to have hot water and heating installed in the pastoral
centre. We also raised enough to buy bunk beds for all 36 children living there.
The 21 disabled young people (10 are deaf & unable to speak, 7 are totally blind, 3 are partially
sighted and 1 is physically handicapped) live at the project during term time and attend a nearby
school (with the exception of one who attends a different school). The school is the only school
in the province offering a specific education for blind and mute young people. In addition to their
academic education they also learn skills to help them live and prosper with their disabilities.
Before coming to Fatima many of these young people led very isolated lives and were faced
with a bleak future. Thanks to the educating they are receiving and the fact that they are living in
community with others, their confidence and ability to relate with others is growing.
African Mission has funded all of these young people’s school fees and living costs throughout
the 18-19 financial year at a cost of £485 per child.
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Activities centre for disabled young people
At the end of the school day however there are no activities to occupy the young people. Fr
Jeya would like to rectify this by building an activities centre. What he has in mind is a large
room with three smaller rooms off the large room. The large room would be dual purpose i.e it
would be used as a dining room and a sports room. One of the three smaller rooms will be used
as a library, a second room will be used as a music room and the third as a computer room. As
you can see from the photo below the building is almost complete. We sent the final payment to
complete the building in Septmeber 2019..
What it means to be given the opportunity to go to university
Jonathan was a secondary school pupil at Fatima Mission. He was clearly intelligent and Fr
Jeya felt he would benefit from a university education. Thanks to a family who have been very
supportive of our work we have been able to cover his course fees and living costs. Jonathan
writes below what this means to him. He has just completed the first year of a three year degree
in Chemical education.
‘Being a university student is one of the best achievements that I have ever achieved in my life.
I was brought up by a poor and disadvantaged family and I could see other children going to
tertiary level of education and never thought that one day I will have that opportunity. I was
actually looking down upon myself and always thought that I am not worthy to go to university
since I come from a poor family.
I started my tertiary education very well and I like being part of the future graduates in chemical
engineering. I am a hardworking young man and I believe in excellence. Since I went to
university working hard has been my priority. My performance is as a result of the effort that I
put in during studies. Since a lot is covered at university within a short space of time, I make
sure that I spend more time doing my school work. I am performing well in class as well as in
practicals. I am progressing well and looking forward to a bright future. Everything is going well
at university and I have high hopes of becoming a better person in life.
Above all I express my thanks to you [the supporters of] African Mission for your support and
help in helping me better my life. May the good Lord bless you abundantly. I greatly appreciate
all that you are doing in helping me. I will use this opportunity productively as it is the best
chance I will have to improve my life and that of my family.’
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Report from Fatima Mission
By
Sr. Clara Beards
"What a magnificent building the new multi-cultural centre in Fatima is!!!
This is truly an astonishing achievement, especially in times like this: severe
drought; diesel shortage, which is expensive and hard to find; economic crisis; etc. How could
Fr Jeya construct such an amazing centre??"!! This was the exclamation of all those who visited
the centre. Many asked if they could use the centre for workshops, congresses, etc. but Fr Jeya
was adamant that it was for the blind and deaf children and youths, especially for the blind.
"Perhaps when they go on holiday we MIGHT allow others to use it."
When Fr Jeya first put forward the idea of this huge multi-cultural centre for his blind and deaf
children many tried to dissuade him.” It is far too big... It is far too expensive... Such a waste for
a few disabled children... use cheaper materials-- make it smaller and we will contribute ..." Fr
Jeya was not put off. His powerful, loving perception of the needs of the blind and deaf children,
and the best way of helping them to develop as totally as possible--spiritually, emotionally,
intellectually, physically, culturally-- meant building a facility which could provide as fully as
possible for "the treasures of the Church".
Africa Mission, which had helped Fatima Mission so amazingly, generously in the past, was fully
supportive of this project. They themselves had experienced the genius of Fr Jeya in providing
for the extreme needs of the poorest people; providing boreholes; schools; churches; food;
accommodation for students; etc. in areas deemed "inaccessible" by the govt. In all these
projects the local people had provided the most necessary resources-- the manpower! They
cleared the land; carried the water; brought river sand; brought granite; mixed concrete;
provided meals for workers. Where stone quarries were fairly nearby people were expected to
provide the long-lasting stones for better quality building. Fr provided one or two
professional builders but the people must work with them in order to be completely involved in
fulfilling their own needs. Great achievements were brought about in record time!!
With the loving support of Africa Mission, Fr Jeya set out on this
project of the much-needed multi-cultural centre. The whole
Mission was delighted that Velaphi, a deaf youth, who had been
educated at Fatima Mission, then trained in a vocational govt
college, was one of the two qualified bricklayers. The other was
also an ex-student of Fatima who had trained in Don Bosco
College. Both these young men were an example to the local
men who came to assist, but none were so assiduous or dedicated as Velaphi who worked nonstop with zeal, dedication and enthusiasm.
The whole Mission was
delighted that Velaphi, a deaf
youth, who had been educated
at Fatima Mission, then trained
in a vocational govt college,
was one of the two qualified
bricklayers.

A problem arose when the tractor went to a far off area to get river sand. The local chief was not
happy and said that the men must pay for the river sand!! Luckily a local man was one of the
workers and knew how to handle the situation. He said "We want to build a centre for blind
children. Two of your blind children, from this area, will be provided for. I'm sure you would want
your children to be helped." Of course the chief was overcome, and said they could take as
much sand as they liked!
The centre consists in a hall for gymnastics, games and sports, it being a place which is totally
safe for blind children. Often these children have hurt themselves by falling or bumping into
things. Fr hopes to provide plenty of sports equipment to stretch the youthful zeal of the young
children. There are three safe and secure rooms - one for computers for the blind; one for a
library where Braille books and colourful books for the deaf can be cared for; and the third one
is for musical instruments, which the blind love and in which they excel in playing and in making
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their own compositions. They have recorders; guitars; cymbals; a keyboard and other
instruments designed by themselves!! The hall will also be an area for entertainments e.g.
DVDs and concerts to entertain visitors.
It is definitely an act of trust in God's Blessing and in the perspicacity of Fr Jeya that this
splendid multi-cultural centre has gone ahead. Africa Mission showed great trust in Fr's desire
for this centre, they most generously agreed to sponsor this cause, for which the Loving Lord
will surely generously reward them abundantly. Yet, without the magnanimous loving support of
the donors none of this could ever have happened. Africa Mission have seen and witnessed the
impressive work of Fr Jeya, but donors who contribute financially are showing even more faith
and loving concern for poor and disabled people whom they have never met "Blessed are those
who have not seen but have believed" (Jn 20; 29) Surely our dear donors deserve an even
greater reward from Him Who said "I was handicapped and you cared for Me- enter into the joy
of the Lord for whenever you did this for the least important of My Brothers you did it to Me" One
small deaf girl wrote to me and said "Sr Thank you for loving me. It made me forget my
disability." Surely you have all promoted our blessed children to believing that they are not
disabled and are just important as those rated as being important!! Thank you a million times
on their behalf, for your loving concern.
I would like to add a PS. I know that Fr Jeya will not be happy to be acclaimed as the architect
of these marvellous works. He will say that it is all God's work and "I only tried to be God's good
servant. Please do not attribute honour to me but to the Most High, Loving and Caring God."

Dr Ray Towey
Dr Towey has volunteered as an Anaesthetist
at St Mary’s Hospital Lacor, Gulu,
Uganda since 2002.
He had previously been in Tanzania for 8 years. St Mary’s is a
not for profit, church supported, general hospital of 476 beds in
northern Uganda which is a very deprived post conflict zone.
For many years it had a small four-bed Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) near the operating theatre, which was upgraded to an
eight-bed unit.
Since 2002 Dr. Towey has been involved in the training of
anaesthetic officers, nurses, and medical students.

In 1959, Mgr. G.B. Cesana, a Comboni Catholic Missionary and Bishop of Gulu, founded St.
Mary’s Hospital near Lacor, a village a few kilometres west of Gulu, the main town in Northern
Uganda. In 1961 Dr.Piero Corti, a young Italian paediatrician, was assigned the direction of the
hospital. This consisted of one outpatient department and few wards with about 30 beds and
few Comboni Missionary sisters who were midwives and nurses, and some local staff trained on
the job.
Dr.Piero Corti was soon joined by a young Canadian surgeon, Dr.Lucille Teasdale. They had
met in Montreal a couple of years earlier during their postgraduate studies and had shared their
dream of being missionary doctors. Lucille accepted Piero’s offer to get the surgical ward at St.
Mary’s up and running “for a couple of months”. Their marriage in December 1961 in the
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hospital’s chapel was the start of a lifelong commitment in developing Lacor Hospital “to offer
the best possible care to the greatest number of people at the least cost”.
This year 2019 marks the 60th anniversary of the founding of the hospital. African Mission was
started to initially assist Dr. Towey’s work in the hospital which he joined in 2002. The hospital
now has over 400 beds and six operating theatres and an 8 bedded intensive care unit and as
an anaesthetist his focus has been in these areas.
Maintaining an intensive care unit
requires an important input from
engineers to sustain the essential
equipment. In June this year the UK
engineer Robert Neighbour from
Diamedica UK visited the hospital to
service the anaesthetic machines and
ventilators in the intensive care unit
and train local engineers in the
hospital (photo on the left showing
Robert Neighbour, Dr Towey & local
engineers). Though now there is a
diverse source of equipment his visit
was an important contribution to the sustainability of one source of donations. Ventilation of the
lungs saves many lives in critically ill patients giving essential support while healing and
stabilisation occurs.
Neurotoxic snakebites remain a life-threatening condition in
Uganda in which the patient is paralysed. The support of
breathing while the snake venom is active in the body saves
many lives. The photo on the right shows a man recovering
from a snake bite.
In the neonatal unit the introduction of respiratory support by
way of CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure,
machines has been a significant advance and the engineers
were also assisted here in maintaining and sustaining these
machines.
In the 18-19 financial year African Mission has assisted Dr Towey and St Mary’s Hospital in the
following ways:


By purchasing a DPA02 anaesthetics machine



By purchasing a Baby CPAP machine plus parts



By purchasing tracheostomy tubes



By purchasing medicine (Ceftriaxon)



By purchasing fingertip pulse oximeters



By purchasing Baby resuscitation bags, baby anaesthesia tube & oxygen mask



By paying the course fees and/or living costs for 3 nurses
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AFRICAN MISSION 18-19 ACCOUNTS
Year ended
31st March 2019

Year ended
31st March 2018

Receipts
Donations
Interest received

33389
0
---------------

Total Receipts

33389

70169
0
--------------70169

Expenditure
Medical/educational
Uganda
Zimbabwe

10299
19118
--------------29417

17922
44559
--------------62481

Administration
Office costs
Fundraising
Salaries
Travel

713
408
6993

426
590
6891

--------------8114

--------------7907

Total expenditure

37531

70388

Receipts less expenditure

-4142

-219

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Year ended
31st March 2019
Cash at bank
Debtors

3964

8507

--------------3964

--------------8507

--------------3964

401
--------------8106

Liabilities

Reserves
Surplus/ deficit
for year

Year ended
31st March 2018

8106
-4142
--------------3964
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8325
-219
--------------8106

